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MFF 31 will continue to look at feminist legacies. Please note the call for papers
in this issue.
I would like to thank Managing Editor Gina Psaki, President Ann Marie
Rasmussen, and Associate Editors Ulrike Wiethaus, Mary Suydam, and E. Ann
Matter.
Sarah Stanbury
MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING EDITOR
I would like to take this opportunity to give my warm thanks to Chris Africa of
the University of Iowa Libraries in Iowa City, IA for providing our ongoing
bibliography. This is an invaluable contribution to the MFF, and requires
enormous expertise as well as commitment. Members and subscribers frequently
tell me how vital the bibliography is helping them keep current with the now-
copious scholarship on feminist and gender studies in historical context. On
behalf of all of us, thank you, Chris!
Monica Green's periodic annotated bibliography on women and medicine
appears in this issue, and her expertise in both assembling this information and
situating the various entries in the ongoing scholarly debate on the topic is
greatly appreciated as well. Thank you, Monica.
A handful of you renewed your subscription at Kalamazoo, but due to a mishap
all that paperwork went astray. The Society hasn't cashed those renewal checks,
or renewed your subscription. If you remember renewing at Kalamazoo, please
contact Jan Emerson at mff@oregon.uoregon.edu to check on the status of your
subscription. Many apologies!
A reminder: Jan Emerson of the CSWSFeminist Humanities Project keeps our
MFF database; please contact her with any questions regarding the status of your
subscription. It is she who answers the messages sent to rnff@oregon.uoregon.edu.
Our old E-mail address (mfn@oregon.uoregon.edu) will no longer forward mail
to the new one, so please insert our new address into your e-mail address book.
Thank you!
Gina Psaki
